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Abstract
The majority of existing few-shot learning describe image
relations with {0, 1} binary labels. However, such binary
relations are insufficient to teach the network complicated
real-world relations, due to the lack of decision smoothness.
Furthermore, current few-shot learning models capture only
the similarity via relation labels, but they are not exposed
to class concepts associated with objects, which is likely
detrimental to the classification performance due to under-
utilization of the available class labels. To paraphrase, while
children learn the concept of tiger from a few of examples
with ease, and while they learn from comparisons of tiger
to other animals, they are also taught the actual concept
names. Thus, we hypothesize that in fact both similarity and
class concept learning must be occurring simultaneously.
With these observations at hand, we study the fundamen-
tal problem of simplistic class modeling in current few-shot
learning, we rethink the relations between class concepts,
and propose a novel absolute-relative learning paradigm to
fully take advantage of label information to refine the im-
age representations and correct the relation understanding.
Our proposed absolute-relative learning paradigm improves
the performance of several the state-of-the-art models on
publicly available datasets.
1. Introduction
Deep learning, a popular learning paradigm in computer
vision, has improved the performance on numerous computer
vision tasks, such as category recognition, scene understand-
ing and action recognition. However, deep models heavily
rely on large amount of labeled training data, demanding
costly data collection and labelling processes.
In contrast, humans posses the ability to learn and memo-
rize new complex visual concepts from very few examples.
∗This work is under review. Please respect the authors’ efforts by not
copying/plagiarizing bits and pieces of this work for your own gain. If you
find anything inspiring in this work, be kind enough to cite it thus showing
you care for the CV community.
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Figure 1: Our few-shot learning paradigm. Absolute Learning
(AL) refers to the strategy such that a pipeline learns to predict
absolute object information e.g., object or concept class. Relative
Learning (RL) denotes similarity (relation) learning with the use of
binary {0, 1} and/or soft [0; 1] similarity labels. Absolute-relative
Learning (ArL) is a combination of AL and RL which is akin
to multi-task learning but also seems conceptually closer to how
humans learn from few examples.
Inspired by this observation, researchers have focused on the
so-called few-shot learning problem, for which a network is
trained by the use of only few labeled training instances. Re-
cently, deep networks based on relation-learning have gained
the popularity [29, 27, 28, 26, 33]. Such approaches can be
viewed as a form of metric learning adapted to the few-shot
learning task. These works learn to capture image relations
(similarity between pairs of images) between images rep-
resented by so-called base classes and can be evaluated on
images containing novel classes.
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However, there are two major problems in these relation
learning pipelines, namely, (i) binary labels {0, 1} are used
express the similarity between pairs of images, which cannot
capture the similarity nuisances in the real-world setting due
to the hardness of such modeling, which leads to biases in
the relation-based models, (ii) only pair-wise relation labels
are used in these pipelines, so the models have no knowledge
of the actual class concepts. In other words, these models
are trained to learn the similarity between image pairs while
they discard the explicit object classes which are otherwise
available for use in the training stage.
We conjuncture that it is these two problems that leads to
the inconsistency between current few-shot machine learning
approaches and human’s cognitive processes. To validate
this, we propose the Absolute-relative Learning (ArL) to
expose few-shot learners to both similarity and class labels,
and we employ semantic annotations to circumvent the issue
with the somewhat rigid binary similarity labels {0, 1}.
Our ArL consists of two separate learning modules,
namely Absolute Learning (AL) and Relative Learning (RL).
AL denotes the strategy for which we learn to predict the
actual object categories or class concepts in addition to learn-
ing the class relations. In this way, the feature extracting
network is exposed to additional object- or concept-related
knowledge. RL refers to the similarity learning strategy
for which (apart of binary {0, 1} labels) we employ various
semantic annotations to promote the realistic similarity be-
tween image pairs, that is we employ labels continuous on
[0; 1] interval. Such labels are further used as the supervisory
cue in relation learning. In this way, the relation network
is trained to better capture the actual soft object relations
beyond the binary similarity labels {0, 1}.
By combing the AL and RL strategies which consti-
tute on ArL, the relation network will be simultaneously
taught the class/object concepts together with more realistic
class/object relations, thus naturally yielding an improved
accuracy.
Our approach is somewhat related to multi-modal learn-
ing which leverages multiple sources of data for training and
testing. However, while multi-modal learning approaches
feed multiple streams of data into network inputs, our ArL
models the semantic annotations in the label space, that is we
sue them for the network output. We believe that our strategy
of using multiple abstractions of labels (relative vs. absolute)
encourages the network to preserve more information about
objects relevant to the classification task. Thus, our strategy
draws on experience in multi-task learning where learning
two tasks simultaneously is expected to help each other and
outperform a naive fusion of two separate tasks.
We note that obtaining the semantic information for novel
classes (the testing step in few-shot learning) is not always
easy or possible. Since our pipeline design is akin to multi-
task rather than multi-modal learning, our model does not
require additional labeling at the testing stage, therefore is a
more realistic setting than that of existing approaches.
Below, we summarize our contributions:
i. We propose the novel Absolute-relative Learning
paradigm, which can be embedded into popular few-shot
pipelines to exploit both similarity and object/concept
labelling.
ii. We investigate the influence of different types of se-
mantic annotations and similarity measures in Relative
Learning e.g., hard vs. soft similarity labelling.
iii. We investigate the influence of different Absolute Learn-
ing branches on the classification performance.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform
an in-depth analysis of object and class relation modeling in
the context of few-shot learning, and propose the Absolute-
relative Learning paradigm and the soft relation learning via
semantic annotations.
2. Related Work
Below we describe recent zero-, one- and few-shot learn-
ing algorithms followed by semantic-based approaches.
2.1. Learning From Few Samples
For deep learning algorithms, the ability of “learning
from only a few examples is the desired characteristic to
emulate in any brain-like system” [23] is a desired operat-
ing principle which poses a challenge as typical CNNs are
designed for the large scale visual category recognition [25].
One- and Few-shot Learning has been studied widely in
computer vision in both shallow [19, 18, 7, 4, 6, 16] and
deep learning scenarios [15, 29, 27, 8, 27, 28, 33].
Early works [6, 16] propose one-shot learning methods
motivated by the observation that humans can learn new
concepts from very few examples. Siamese Network [15]
presents a two-streams convolutional neural network ap-
proach which generates image descriptors and learns the sim-
ilarity between them. Matching Network [29] introduces the
concept of support set and L-way Z-shot learning protocols.
It captures the similarity between one testing and several
support images, thus casting the one-shot learning problem
as set-to-set learning. Prototypical Networks [27] learns a
model that computes distances between a datapoint and pro-
totype representations of each class. Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) [8] introduces a meta-learning model
trained on a variety of different learning tasks. Relation Net
[28] is an efficient end-to-end network for learning the rela-
tionship between testing and support images. Conceptually,
this model is similar to Matching Network [29]. However,
Relation Net leverages an additional deep neural network
to learn similarity on top of the image descriptor generating
2
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Figure 2: Motivation for relative learning. Binary vs. semantic learning. (Left) ’Ibizan Hound’ and ’Walker Hound’ are closer in the feature
space, the image pairs from the two classes (no matter if they are from the same class or not) are likely to randomly flip from 0 to 1 (or 1 to
0) due to the quantization error if the network is learnt with binary labels. (Right) If the network is trained with semantic labels, it can assign
a more accurate score for class pairs which are close to each other, and limit the quantization error.
network. Second-order Similarity Network (SoSN) [33] is
similar to Relation Net [28], which consists of the feature
encoder and relation network. However, approach [28] uses
first-order representations for similarity learning. In contrast,
SoSN investigates second-order representations to capture
co-occurrences of features. Graph Neural Networks (GNN)
have also been applied to few-shot learning in many recent
works [9, 14, 11] achieving promising results.
Zero-shot Learning can be implemented within the similar-
ity learning frameworks which follow [15, 29, 27, 28, 32].
Below we summarize popular zero-shot learning methods.
Methods such as Attribute Label Embedding (ALE) [1] uses
attribute vectors as label embedding and uses an objective
inspired by a structured WSABIE ranking method, which
assigns more importance to the top of the ranking list. Embar-
rassingly Simple Zero-Shot Learning (ESZSL) [24] imple-
ments regularization terms for a linear mapping to penalize
the projection of feature vectors to the attribute space and
the projection of attribute vectors to the feature space.
2.2. Learn From Semantic Labels
Semantic labels are often used in various computer vision
tasks e.g., object classification, face and emotion recognition,
image retrieval, transfer learning, and especially in zero-shot
learning. Metric learning approaches often use semantic
information as detailed below.
Approach [5] describes an image retrieval system which
utilizes semantics of images via probabilistic modeling. Pa-
per [31] presents a novel bi-relational graph model that com-
prises both the data graph and semantic label graph, and
connects them by an additional bipartite graph built from
label assignments. Approach [22] proposes a classifier based
on semantic annotations and provides the theoretical bound
linking the error rate of the classifier and the number of in-
stances required for training. Their proposed classifier guar-
antees a fast rate of convergence. Approach [12] improves
metric learning via the use of semantic labels. They study
how to effectively learn the distance metric from datasets
that contain semantic annotation, and propose novel metric
learning mechanisms for different types of semantic annota-
tions. Our relative learning is somewhat similar on the idea
using semantic information to learn the metrics, however, we
use similarity measure functions to simulate realistic relation
labels, which is especially beneficial for few-shot learning.
2.3. Multi-task and Self-supervised Learning
Multi-task learning aims at learning feature descriptions
across a set of multiple related tasks. Early work [3] treats
the multi-task learning as a convex optimization problem,
and propose the iterative algorithm to solve the it. [13] pro-
poses a principled approach that considers the homoscedastic
uncertainty of each task to weight multiple loss functions.
Self-supervised learning can be regarded as a specilized type
of multi-task learning, which simultaneously learns to pre-
dict image attributes, e.g., rotation, scale and colour, when
solving classic learning tasks such as image classification,
action recognition. Recent work [10] proposes to apply self-
supervision on few-shot learning pipelines to learn to predict
the image rotations, which boost the model’s performance.
Our absolute learning is somewhat related to multi-task and
self-supervised learning, however, we focus on how to refine
the backbone by learning the knowledge of class concepts
within a single task to address the above-mentioned problem
in few-shot learning.
3. Background
The concept of and the pipeline for few-shot similarity
learning are described in this section.
3.1. Similarity Network
Few-shot learning network typically consists of two parts
which are (i) feature encoder and (ii) relation network. The
3
role of the feature encoder is to generate convolutional fea-
tures used as image descriptors. The role of the relation
network is to learn the relation between so-called support
and query image descriptors in order to compare them. To
improve understanding of the impact of ArL on few-shot
learning, we implement it within three recent few-shot learn-
ing pipelines, Relation Net [28], SoSN [33] and SalNet [34].
Below we take the two-stage ‘feature encoder-relation
network’ [28, 33, 34] as an example in order to illustrate the
main aspects of few-shot learning pipelines.
A basic relation network [28, 33] contains 2-4 convolu-
tional blocks and 2 fully-connected layers. Each convolu-
tional block is the combination of a convolution with filters,
Batch Normalization, ReLU activation and the max-pooling
layer.
Let us define the feature encoding network as an operator
f : (RW×H ;R|F |)  RK×N , where W and H denote the
width and height of an input image,K is the length of feature
vectors (number of filters), N=NW ·NH is the total number
of spatial locations in the last convolutional feature map. For
simplicity, we denote an image descriptor by Φ ∈ RK×N ,
where Φ=f(X;F) for an imageX∈RW×H and F are the
parameters-to-learn of the encoding network.
The relation network, whose role is to compare two data
points encoded as some K ′ dim. vectorized second-order
representations, is denoted by operator r : (RK
′
;R|P|)R.
Typically, we write r(ψ;P), where ψ∈RK′ and P are the
parameters-to-learn of the relation network.
3.2. Problem Formulation
For the L-way 1-shot problem, we assume one support
image X with its image descriptor Φ and one query im-
ageX∗with its image descriptor Φ∗. In general, we use ‘∗’
to indicate query-related variables. Moreover, each of the
above descriptors belong to one of L classes in the subset
{c1, ..., cL}⊂IC that forms so-called L-way learning prob-
lem and the class subset {c1, ..., cL} is chosen at random
from IC≡{1, ..., C}. Then, the L-way 1-shot learning step
can be defined as learning similarity:
SI(Φ,Φ∗;P) = r (ϑ(Φ,Φ∗) ;P) , (1)
where SI refers to similarity prediction of given image pairs,
r refers to the relation network, and P denotes network
parameters that have to be learnt. ϑ is the descriptor/operator
on features of image pairs, and here it means ‘concatenation’
in our paper.
For the L-way Z-shot problem, we assume some sup-
port images {Xn}n∈W from setW and their corresponding
image descriptors {Φs}s∈W which can be considered as a
Z-shot descriptor. Moreover, we assume one query image
X∗with its image descriptor Φ∗. Again, both the Z-shot
and the query descriptors belong to one of L classes in the
subset C‡≡{c1, ..., cL}⊂IC≡C. Then, the L-way Z-shot
learning step can be defined as learning similarity:
SI({Φs}s∈W ,Φ∗;P) = r (ϑ({Φs}s∈W ,Φ∗) ,P) . (2)
Following approach [28] and SoSN [33], the Mean
Square Error (MSE) is employed as the objective function:
L=
∑
c∈C‡
∑
c′∈C‡
(
SI
(
{Φs}s∈Wc ,Φ∗q∈Q:`(q)=c′ ,P
)
−δ(c−c′)
)2
,
s.t. Φs=f(Xs;F) and Φ∗q=f(X∗q;F). (3)
In the above equation,Wc is a randomly chosen set of sup-
port image descriptors of class c∈C‡, Q is a randomly cho-
sen set ofL query image descriptors so that its consecutive el-
ements belong to the consecutive classes in C‡≡{c1, ..., cL}.
`(q) corresponds to the label of q∈Q. Lastly, δ refers to the
indicator function.
4. Approach
Below, we firstly illustrate the Relative Learning and
Absolute Learning modules followed by the introduction of
the Absolute-relative Learning pipeline. We note that all
types of auxiliary information e.g., attributes and wordvec
embeddings are used in label space. They are not used as
extra input datapoints.
4.1. Relative Learning
In conventional few-shot learning approaches, binary
class labels are employed to train the CNNs in order to
model the relations between pairs of images. However, la-
beling such pairs as similar/dissimilar (think {0, 1}) cannot
fully reflect the actual relations between objects.
In Figure 4, we illustrate the difference between using
binary labels and semantic labels for few-shot similarity
learning. As can be seen, in conventional setup, the pairs
formed from samples belonging to similar concepts are likely
to confuse the training process.
In this paper, we take a deeper look at how to represent
relations in the few-shot learning scenario. To better illus-
trate class relations in the label space, we introduce semantic
annotations e.g., attribute and Word2vec. Based on these
semantic annotations, we develop novel strategies to investi-
gate how semantic relation labels influence the final few-shot
learning performance.
The way we use semantic annotations differs from multi-
modal few-shot learning which leverages the semantic infor-
mation as an extra input. Instead, we use semantic annota-
tions as training labels and we do not use them during testing
at all. The difference between SoSN (on which we build)
and our semantic-based model is demonstrated in Figure 3.
A natural way to utilize the semantic information is to
generate soft labels from semantic annotation through some
similarity measure. The first similarity measure applied by
us is based on the RBF similarity, defined as follows:
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Figure 3: The pipeline: standard Relation Learning, Relative Learning and Absolute Learning. The original SoSN uses the binary labels
for supervision while we introduce different types of labelling which can be though of as soft vs. hard, and relative vs. absolute. Relative
Learning employs semantic annotations (e.g., attributes, Word2vec) to capture more realistic object relations while Absolute Learning
leverages an extra branch of classifier to predict object annotations e.g., class label, attributes, and Word2vec embeddings.
k1(c, c
′) = e
−‖ψ(c)−ψ(c′)‖2
2σ2 , (4)
where c and c′ denote the classes of two images, resp., vector
ψ(c) is the semantic embedding of class c, and σ is the RBF
radius.
A perhaps better similarity measure presented below em-
ploys the α parameter, which interpolates the shape of the
slope between Laplacian and Gaussian kernels:
k2(c, c
′) =
(1 + α)k1(c, c
′)
1 + αk1(c, c′)
. (5)
The profiles of above two similarity measures are shown
in Figure 4. The similarity measure given by Eq. 5 can
vary from Laplacian- to Gaussian-shaped as we vary α. The
matrices for the two similarity measures generated from
miniImagenet classes are shown in Figure 4.
The objective function for few-shot learning pipeline with
semantic similarity measure s defined as follows:
Lrel=
∑
c∈C‡
∑
c′∈C‡
(
SI
(
{Φs}s∈Wc ,Φ∗q∈Q:`(q)=c′ ,P
)
−k(c,c′)
)2
,
s.t. Φs=f(Xs;F) and Φ∗q=f(X∗q;F). (6)
where k is the similarity measure selected according to Eq.
4 or 5.
4.2. Absolute Learning
In contrast to relative learning which applies the relative
soft relation labels to supervise the relation network, absolute
learning refers to the strategy in which the network learns
predefined object information, e.g.class labels, attributes,
Word2vec embeddings.
σ increases in Eq. (4)
α increases in Eq. (5)
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Figure 4: Semantic soft labels obtained with Eq. 4 (1st row) and Eq. 5 (2nd row) for miniImagenet classes.
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Figure 5: The proposed pipeline for our absolute-relative relation learning. It consists of three blocks: i) feature encoder to extract the
image representations, ii) absolute learning module to enhance the feature quality with auxiliary supervision, iii) the relative learning module
to learn image relations based on multi-modal relation supervisions. With our absolute-relative learning, we want to not only learn if the two
objects are from the same class, but also additionally learn how similar the two objects are (relative learning) and what the two objects are
(absolute learning).
The motivation behind the absolute learning is that most
of current few-shot learning pipelines use the binary relation
labels as supervision, which prevents the network from cap-
turing objects concepts. In other words, the network knows
if the two objects are similar (or not) but it does not know
what the objects are.
The pipeline for absolute learning is shown in Figure 3. In
this paper, we apply an additional network branch following
the feature encoder to learn the absolute object information.
Firstly, consider the class prediction as an example. Once
we obtain the second-order representation Φi given image i,
we feed it into the object class predictor, which is denoted as
h.
The output pci of class predictor is defined as follows:
pci = h(Φ;H). (7)
Then we apply a cross-entropy loss function to train the
predictor:
Labs = −
N∑
i
log(
exp(pi[lci])∑
j
exp(pi[j])
). (8)
To predict the attribute and Word2vec embeddings, we
use the MSE loss on the embedding vectors and rather then
the cross-entropy to train the absolute predictor.
This absolute learning module is somewhat similar to
so-called self-supervised. However, we use a discriminator
to recognize the different types of object annotations while
the typical self-supervision recognises the patterns of data
augmentation. We believe our strategy helps refine the fea-
ture encoder to capture both the notion of similarity as well
as concrete object concepts.
4.3. Absolute-relative Learning
Combining the proposed relative and absolute learning
forms our final Absolute-relative Learning (ArL). Specifi-
cally, For this strategy, we simultaneously train the relation
network with relative object similarity labels and introduce
an auxiliary task which learns specific object labels. The
pipeline of ArL is shown in Figure 5 which highlights that
the ArL model uses the auxiliary semantic soft label to train
the relation network to capture more realistic image relations
while employing auxiliary predictor branches to infer dif-
ferent types of object information, thus refining the feature
representations and the feature encoder.
We minimize the following objective for the absolute-
relative learning:
argmin
F ,P,H
Lr + βLrel + γLabs, (9)
where β, γ refers to the hyper-parameters that control the
gradient backprop.
In what follows, we randomly choose different relative-
learning modules (attribute-based or Wor2vec-based soft
labels) and absolute-learning branches (class, attribute and
Word2vec predictor) to from various absolute-relative learn-
ing pipelines.
5. Experiments
Below, we demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by
evaluating it on the miniImagenet [29], fine-grained CUB-
200-2011 [30] and Flower102 [21] datasets.
We employ the recent Relation Net [28], SoSN [33] and
SalNet [34] as our baseline models to evaluate our relative
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Table 1: Evaluations on the miniImagenet dataset (5-way acc. given). We evaluate the relative and absolute learning modules on RelationNet
[28], SoSN [33], and SalNet [34].
Model Backbone 1-shot 5-shot
Matching Nets [29] - 43.56± 0.84 55.31± 0.73
Meta Nets [20] - 49.21± 0.96 -
Prototypical Net [27] Conv-4-64 49.42± 0.78 68.20± 0.66
MAML [8] Conv-4-64 48.70± 1.84 63.11± 0.92
RelationNet [28] Conv-4-64 51.36± 0.82 65.32± 0.70
SoSN [33] Conv-4-64 53.73± 0.83 68.58± 0.70
MAML++ [2] Conv-4-64 52.15± 0.26 68.32± 0.44
MetaOpt [17] Conv-4-64 52.87± 0.57 68.76± 0.48
SalNet [34] Conv-4-64 57.45± 0.88 72.01± 0.67
Relative Learning
RelationNet - RL Conv-4-64 53.20± 0.65(↑1.84) 66.74± 0.45(↑1.32)
SoSN - RL Conv-4-64 55.49± 0.68(↑1.76) 70.86± 0.44(↑2.28)
SalNet - RL Conv-4-64 58.67± 0.66(↑1.22) 73.01± 0.46(↑1.00)
Absolute Learning
Relation Net - AL Conv-4-64 52.67± 0.67(↑1.31) 66.97± 0.46(↑1.65)
SoSN - AL Conv-4-64 55.61± 0.67(↑1.88) 71.03± 0.43(↑2.45)
SalNet - AL Conv-4-64 58.94± 0.68(↑1.49) 73.12± 0.47(↑1.11)
Absolute-relative Learning
RelationNet + ArL Conv-4-64 53.46± 0.68(↑2.10) 67.13± 0.43(↑1.79)
SoSN - ArL Conv-4-64 55.92± 0.65(↑2.18) 71.52± 0.46(↑2.94)
SalNet - ArL Conv-4-64 59.12± 0.67(↑1.67) 73.56± 0.45(↑1.55)
learning, absolute learning modules and the absolute-relative
learning approach. The Adam solver is used for model
training. We set the initial learning rate to be 0.001 and
decay it by 0.5 every 50000 iterations.
5.1. Datasets
Below, we describe our experimental setup, the standard
benchmarks, fine-grained datasets with semantic annotations,
and our evaluations.
miniImagenet [29] consists of 60000 RGB images from
100 classes, each class containing 600 samples. We follow
the standard protocol [29] and use 80 classes for training
and remaining 20 classes for testing, and use images of
size 84×84 for fair comparison with other methods. For
semantic annotations, we manually annotate 31 attributes
for each class. We also leverage Word2Vec extracted from
Table 2: Ablation studies re. the impact of absolute and relative
learning modules given miniImagenet dataset (5-way acc. given).
Model 1-shot 5-shot
Relative Learning
RelationNet-RL(w2v.) 53.20 66.21
RelationNet-RL(att.) 52.38 66.74
RelationNet-RL(bin. + att. + w2v.) 52.38 66.73
SoSN-RL(w2v.) 54.31 69.64
SoSN-RL(att.) 54.49 70.21
SoSN-RL(bin. + att. + w2v.) 55.49 70.86
Absolute Learning
Relation Net-AL(cls.) 51.41 66.01
Relation Net-AL(att.) 52.35 66.53
Relation Net-AL(w2v.) 52.67 66.91
Relation Net-AL(cls.+att.+w2v.) 52.30 66.51
SoSN-AL(cls.) 55.12 70.91
SoSN-AL(att.) 55.61 71.03
SoSN-AL(w2v.) 54.78 70.85
SoSN-AL(cls.+att.+w2v.) 55.40 71.02
GloVe as the class embedding.
Caltech-UCSD-Birds 200-2011 (CUB-200-2011) [30] has
11788 images of 200 bird species. 150 classes are randomly
selected for training and the rest 50 categories for testing.
312 attributes are provided for each class.
Flower102 [21] is a fine-grained category recognition
dataset that contains 102 classes of various flowers. Each
class consists of 40-258 images. We randomly select 80
classes for training and 22 classes for testing. 1024 attributes
are provides for each class.
5.2. Performance Analysis
Relative Learning (RL). Table 1 (miniImagenet) com-
pares our methods with the state-of-the-art models which do
not use any semantic information i.e., Matching Nets, Meta
Nets, Prototypical Net, MAML, Relation Net, SoSN and
SalNet. Furthermore, Table 2 (miniImagenet as example)
illustrates the semantic relation enhanced performance for
both Relation Net, SoSN and SalNet. The results in the table
indicate that the performance of few-shot similarity learning
can be improved by employing the semantic relation labels
at the training stage. For instance, SoSN with attribute soft
label (att.) achieves 0.6% and 1.7% improvements for 1-
and 5-shot compared to the baseline (SoSN) in Table 1. The
results on CUB-200-2011 and Flower102 indicate similar
gains, which are demonstrated in Table 3. We further com-
pare the two similarity measures on miniImagenet i.e., Eq.
(4) and Eq. (5) in Table 4. It appears that a better perfor-
mance is obtained with Eq. (5), which is consistent with our
previous analysis regarding ‘soft’ similarity measures.
Moreover, we investigate how to simultaneously employ
multiple types of relation labels for training. To find the
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Table 3: Evaluations on the CUB-200-2011 and Flower102 datasets (5-way acc. given).
CUB-200-2011 Flower102
Model 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
Prototypical Net [27] 37.42 51.57 62.81 82.11
Relation Net [28] 40.56 53.91 68.26 80.94
Relation Net-RL(att.) 42.15 54.45 68.76 81.57
Relation Net-RL(bin. + att.) 42.56(↑2.00) 54.89(↑0.98) 69.02(↑0.72) 82.01(↑1.07)
Relation Net-AL(cls.) 41.08 54.76 69.30 82.17
Relation Net-AL(att.) 42.06(↑1.50) 55.12(↑1.21) 69.76(↑1.50) 82.31(↑1.37)
Relation Net-AL(cls. + att.) 41.38 54.49 68.95 81.73
Relation Net-ArL 43.79(↑3.23) 56.31(↑2.40) 70.21(↑1.95) 82.93(↑1.99)
SoSN [33] 46.72 60.34 71.90 84.87
SoSN-RL(att.) 47.53 60.98 74.67 86.75
SoSN-RL(bin. + att.) 49.24(↑2.52) 64.04(↑3.70) 74.96(↑3.06) 87.21(↑2.34)
SoSN-AL(cls.) 46.88 60.90 72.97 85.35
SoSN-AL(att.) 48.85(↑2.13) 63.64(↑3.30) 74.31(↑2.41) 86.97
SoSN-AL(cls. + att.) 48.70 61.77 74.10 87.01(↑2.14)
SoSN-ArL 49.58(↑2.86) 64.56(↑4.22) 75.37(↑3.47) 87.23(↑2.36)
( a )  ( b )  
( c )  ( d )  
( a )  ( b )  
( c )  ( d )  
Figure 6: The t-SNE visualization of different models on Flower-
102 for 1-shot learning. (a) Vanilla SoSN, (b) SoSN + RL, (c) SoSN
+ AL, (d) SoSN + ArL.
optimal relative learning combinations, we set a group of
hyper-parameters to re-weight the relation objective terms.
The ablation studies for different types of relative learning
modules are illustrated in Table 2 which shows that combin-
ing binary and soft relation labels (bin.+att+w2v.) yields the
best performance on miniImagenet for all baseline models,
except for Relation Net, which achieves the best accuracy by
using (w2v.) soft labels alone.
Absolute Learning (AL). Table 1 shows that different
absolute learning modules help improve the performance on
miniImagenet. SoSN with the attribute predictor (SoSN-AL)
achieves the best performance of 55.61 on 1-shot and 71.03
on 5-shot. We also demonstrate the ablation studies for abso-
lute learning in Table 2 which shows that applying multiple
absolute learning modules does not improve further the ac-
curacy. Table 3 shows that the attribute predictor (att.) also
works the best among all variants on CUB-200-2011 and
Flower102 datasets. For instance, SoSN with the attribute
predictor achieves 2.1% and 3.3% improvements on CUB-
Table 4: Ablation studies of the similarity measure functions given
the miniImagenet dataset (5-way acc. given).
Mode 1-shot 5-shot
RelationNet+RL(att.) Eq. 4 52.38 66.74
RelationNet+RL(att.) Eq. 5 52.86 66.95
SoSN+RL(att.) Eq. 4 54.49 70.21
SoSN+RL(att.) Eq. 5 54.98 70.56
200-2011, and 2.4% and 2.1% improvement on Flower102
for 1- and 5-shot, respectively. We note that the class pre-
dictor (cls.) does not work well on both the fine-grained
classification datasets.
Absolute-relative Learning (ArL). Tables 1 and 3 show
that combining AL and RL into ArL further boosts the per-
formance on all datasets from 0.5 to 1.0% on 1-shot and 0.1
to 0.5% on 5-shot. In Figure 6, we apply the t-SNE visu-
alization for the 1-shot baseline, baseline-RL, baseline-AL
and baseline-ArL models trained on Flower102 which shows
that RL, AL and ArL help refine the class boundaries which
boosts the few-shot learning performance.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate that binary labels commonly
used in few-shot learning cannot capture complex class rela-
tions well, leading to inferior results. To this end, we have
introduced semantic annotations to aid the modeling of more
realistic class relations during network training. Further, we
have proposed a novel absolute-relative learning paradigm
which combines the similarity learning with the concept
learning. This surprisingly simple strategy appears to work
well on all datasets and it perhaps resembles a bit more the
human learning process is compared to a mere similarity
or concept learning. In contrast to multi-modal learning,
we only use semantic annotations as labels in training, and
do not use them during testing. Our proposed approach
achieves the state-of-the-art performance on all few-shot
learning protocols.
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